Rider name: _______________________________________
Off Road Suspension Questionnaire

Phone #: _______________________________________

Important Note: Having suspension custom tuned for your unique needs is one of the most critical things you
can do to improve the performance as well as enjoyment of your machine. Suspension is highly personal and
each rider has his or her own unique preferences and style, which affects the tuning of their suspension. Please
answer the below questions as accurately and honestly as possible as this will have an impact on the tune we
come up with for you.

Rider Basics:

Style/Preferences:
(Mark along the line)

Rider weight: ______________________________________
Rider height: ______________________________________
Rider age:

______________________________________

In addition to standard safety gear,
approximately how many pounds of
additional gear do you wear?
___________
Bike Year: ________________________________________

In the terrain you normally ride, where
would you say most of your riding occurs:
1st gear

5th gear

When riding, what is your typical position on
the bike?
Weight forward
(over the bars)

Weight rearward
(back of the seat)

Standing Up

Sitting Down

Bike Make: ________________________________________
Bike Model: ________________________________________
What best describes the type of riding you
do?
☐ Trail Riding
☐ Off-Road Racing

☐

MX Riding

☐

MX Racing

What kind of Racing/Riding do you do?
☐ Hare Scrambles ☐ Enduro

☐
☐
☐

GPs
WORCS
Tight woods

☐
☐
☐

EnduroCross

A – Expert

☐

Super Plush
(trail disappears
underneath you)

Firm
(feel connected to
the trail)

Dead
(little rebound after
obstacles)

Lively
(active rebound, giving
some pop for jumping
obstacles)

Open Desert / Sand
Rocky trails

What skill level do you ride/race at?
☐ C – Novice
☐ B – Intermediate

☐

What are your preferences in suspension
feel?

AA/Pro

Which area of suspension performance is
more important to you?
Small obstacles
Rocks, Roots

G-Outs, Flat Landings,
Whoops, Jumps

What else should we know about your bike, riding style, riding location and suspension preferences?

